MISSION
To inspire children to lead lives of purpose and compassion through scholarship and citizenship.

VISION
A dynamic and intellectually challenging educational experience rooted in Progressive education and reflective of evolving research.

GOAL
For students to discover their individual and collective potential to make positive change in the world.
Dear Gateway School Alumni, Families, Friends, and Community,

This report recognizes and celebrates those who have generously given to our community through philanthropy, volunteerism, and expertise in the past year. Your efforts are integral to our school’s success and embody our community’s passion. This Annual Report also provides a picture of the school’s finances and operations during the 2016-17 fiscal year.

Thanks to your support, we continue to embrace innovative teaching and joyful learning. This past year we launched an initiative to replace and update our classrooms; the new furniture is flexible, mobile and attractive, while supporting student choice, movement and health. We increased our investment in providing access to outstanding professional development for our faculty, from summer workshops at Yale University and Columbia University to local and on-site trainings. By aligning teaching practices, curriculum content, and classroom design, we are even better able to pursue our school mission and vision, and provide our students with the skills, courage and compassion they will need to make positive change in the world.

We are deeply grateful to our donors -- families and grandfriends, alumni and their families, Board members, employees, corporations, foundations and community members -- who help Gateway provide its unique program. Your generosity is deeply meaningful to us, and your investment in the school directly supports and enriches the experience of all of our students, from our youngest kindergarten learners to our eighth grade leaders.

Warmly,

Zachary Roberts, Ed.D.
Head of School
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT,
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

On behalf of The Gateway School Board of Trustees, I am pleased to present to you our school’s 2016-2017 Annual Report. It reflects the current financial health and well being of our wonderful school. As a result of your continued support and commitment, along with the hard work of our dedicated faculty and administration, Gateway School has had another great year.

Some of our financial highlights from last year include:

- $408,941 total raised through fundraising efforts.
- $263,354 raised in Annual Fund with 89% parent participation.
- $40,211 raised for our Fund-a-Need supporting faculty professional development.
- $404,423 in financial aid given to 60 students (25% of families) in need.

Other highlights of the year include:

- Our seventh annual Speaker Series event featuring Mary Helen Immordino-Yang.
- Implementation of the New Furniture Initiative flexible classroom designs.

The Board of Trustees is honored to be part of such a wonderful community. We are proud of Gateway’s accomplishments, and appreciate our community’s enthusiastic support of our wonderful school. Your dedication, your commitment and your trust inspire us. Thank you.

Respectfully,

Paula Grainger
President, Gateway School Board of Trustees
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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DISCOVERY
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Jonnie Cardinale, First Grade Teacher

“What I relish most about teaching is the way in which children take the time to explore their world and find happiness in the most mundane of places; in ladybugs’ spots or in a worm’s wiggle.”

Jonnie is well known to generations of Santa Cruz families from her 16 years of work as a preschool teacher and director at a variety of programs on the West Side, and we were thrilled to have her join the Gateway faculty in the fall of 2016.

Jonnie believes that children acquire knowledge through exploration, interaction, and experience. She finds that cultivating a growth mindset environment and watching children embrace their learning is one of the things that inspires her most about teaching first grade.

Jonnie attended the Learning & the Brain conference in San Francisco in January, where she participated in Eduardo Brecino’s workshop Learning vs. Performing for Learning Mindset Success, which highlighted the importance of neuroplasticity in the distinctions between learning and performing. The effects on mindsets in these two zones are crucial to how a child perceives risk taking and learning outcomes.

The Learning Zone is a place where improvement is the goal and mistakes are expected. Activities are deliberately designed to foster deepened understanding and the focus is on what we don’t know yet. It is a place where children reflect and practice.

The Performance Zone is the place where the goal is to do as best as we can and where mistakes are avoided. Activities are designed for the execution of acquired knowledge and the focus is on what we have mastered. It is a place where children apply their learning.

Jonnie noted, “as educators, we need to ensure that children are spending most of their time in the Learning Zone so that they can attain a confident growth mindset. Mindsets are about perceptions and on how we view failure. Fixed mindsets lead to helplessness and growth mindsets lead to agency. A growth mindset views efforts positively, and responds to setbacks with persistence and resilience.”

“While sitting in the audience, I felt my own synapses firing and neural pathways deepening. In this moment, I was my student, learning something new and feeling twangs of scary astonishment. How nice it was to be encouraged to take risks and to make mistakes! I left feeling even more inspired to be the best teacher I can be; and by best, I mean: modeling mistake making, being resilient when failing, and demonstrating lifelong learning for my students.”

Welcome to Gateway, Jonnie! We welcome your passion for lifelong learning!
The Barchas-Bevirt family’s relationship with Gateway began nearly 40 years ago when JoeBen enrolled as a preschooler. In 1976, Gateway didn’t have a middle school, but, instead, a preschool, and JoeBen was a part of the very first class of students to attend Gateway from preschool through 6th grade. JoeBen credits much of his direction in life with the whole child education he received at Gateway. He often reflects on his 2nd grade teacher and her generous spirit and unwaivering commitment to her students. JoeBen wasn’t reading at the beginning of 2nd grade, so his teacher stayed after school every day and worked with JoeBen until he finally cracked the code. Beyond the obvious extreme level of commitment from his teacher, he finds it remarkable that, at a time when he would have likely been labeled slow or made to feel less-than, Gateway always celebrated his strengths - in particular his natural propensity for innovation - and sparked his curiosity.

Gateway School was a big factor in why Jenny and JoeBen moved back to Santa Cruz after many years in the Bay Area. JoeBen felt passionately that Gateway was pivotal in his early development and he wanted his children to have access to the same unbounded, child centered education that he so benefited from. Gateway planted in him a seed that he could really impact the world for the better, and he has devoted his life to starting ambitious companies that strive to do just that - from building robots that aid in DNA sequencing, to developing a new way to harness clean wind energy, to disrupting the landscape of transportation with the introduction of electric air taxis.

Jenny and JoeBen’s daughter Brindley began her journey at Gateway six years ago, and this year her sister Vivien joined her as a kindergartener. In this time as parents at the school, Jenny and JoeBen have found Gateway to live up to its commitment to nurturing the whole child. In particular, the school’s focus on mindfulness and social and emotional learning, coupled together with its rich and varied curriculum developed with an eye toward innovation, has kept them happily and actively engaged in the community.
INNOVATIVE CLASSROOMS

New Furniture Initiative Brings Innovative and Flexible Classroom Spaces

Through the “Fund-a-Need” at our 2016 Auction, Gateway School raised $34,000 to pilot an initiative to bring flexible and innovative furniture into our classrooms. The idea was to create spaces that truly support our style of teaching and learning and to empower us to improve our practices and pedagogy even further. Having the right furniture allows us to blend our deep understanding of how students learn with the ever-increasing wealth of research-based information on child development, neuroscience and best teaching practices. Using furniture as tools to construct learning environments that are student driven, student centered and suited to the task at hand opens up a wide array of possibilities in our program.

In the summer of 2016, we remodeled three classrooms: two second grade classrooms and the middle school Spanish classroom, and launched a pilot program to study how innovative furniture design can influence what and how teachers teach, and what and how students learn. In the new classroom spaces, the room has no front and no back, and the teacher has no desk. Students can choose from a variety of seating options, including stools that activate their core muscles to help them focus, and chairs with cutaways on the back so that students can comfortably sit in chairs that are turned around. Some tables have whiteboard tops on which students can write, and then flip up to become display boards. And children are empowered to move the furniture as needed to create the best possible learning environment.

The goal of the initial pilot program was to assess how furniture can support six key goals for classroom design:

- **flexibility** (easily reset in many different configurations to support different types of teaching and learning),
- **mobility** (easy for students to move/configure themselves, to support students taking an active role in creating their learning space for the task at hand)
- **choice** (allow for students to have freedom of choice in where/how they work)
- **health** (seating options that support movement and a variety of ergonomically correct options)
- **movement** (incorporate natural body fidgeting and movement to allow students’ bodies to function naturally and thus better focus on tasks at hand)
- **aesthetics** (looks modern and attractive).

After conducting interviews with teachers and students and performing classroom observations during the 2016-17 school year, we are confident that our entire student body would benefit from this new innovative and flexible classroom furniture. We plan to outfit three classrooms in the summer of 2017, and the remaining classrooms in future years.

Thank you to all those who supported this new initiative!
CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF GIVING

Loyal donors are the foundation of our school’s success. These donors provide resources that allow Gateway School to maintain a culture of continuous improvement. We are deeply grateful for the support of these current and alumni parents, grandparents and friends.

20+ YEARS
Rima and Lynn Dunton
Julie Foster and Eric Jameir
Tess Weisbarth and Carla Vaughn
Joan Saia and Thomas Hicks
Lisa Williams and Lloyd Tabb

15 - 19 YEARS
Meg Corman
Corrie and Fane Opperman
Diana Rothman
Cindy and Harold Brockman
Ana Peña
Caprice Potter and Terence Welch
Amy and Edson Jensen
Lorraine and Marc Randolph
Colleen and Michael Sullivan
Leah Hanson and Kurt Almendras
Bill Bryant
Jennifer and Mike Crosby
Virginia and Tim Ganley
Patricia and Jim Lucas

10 - 14 YEARS
Katharine Martin and David Laurits
Wendy Sickels and Gregory Whitley
Sandra and Keith Wells
Angela Chesnut
Robert Chesnut
Darlene Zanker and Tye de Peña
Christina Falco and Michael Frumkin
Laurie and Raymond Love
Kristen and Chris Mehl
Lynne Drummond and W. Scott Polland
Lindsay Hinck and Jay Rorty
Katherine Crowley Folger and Nick Folger
Google Matching Gifts Program
Jennifer and Jeremy King
Joanna and Todd Manoff
Sari Mundon
Rachel Sattinger
Julie Gorse and Steve Wolfman
Laurel Bell
Mr. and Mrs. John Bogart
Kristin Bogart

6 - 9 YEARS
Christa and Tim Manor
Kathy Frey and Roy Mendelsohn
Bhavana and Dharmesh Patel
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Smith, Jr.
Jamie Smith
Yuni Huh Summa and Chris Summa
Zicarelli Foundation
Matt Conable
Rachel Conable
Courtney Mayer Dent and Paul A. Dent III
Christie and Clay Hausman
Denise Hayes
Karen and Lisa Jensen
Sheila Schat and Jonathan Luini
Karen and Jonathan McCormick
Lisa and Rafael Ortiz
Michele and Chris Brady
Jose Chavez
Sherri Helvie and Sean Carroll
Lauren and Ivan Hulpers
Suzanne and Eric Koebler
Montserrat Sanz and Gerardo Kvaternik
Serie L’Heureux and Jonathan Warrick
Janet Nagamine and Stuart Sakuma
Raffaella Borzi and Peter Spellman
David Wahl
Filippina Warren
Maria Greaves and Gregory Wolkstein
Jessica Delgado and Diana August
Matthew Bell
Rupsa and Joydip Bhattacharya
Diana and Sanford Bingham
Petra Bryan
Priscilla and Michael Cinque
Virginia Rodriguez and Glenn Cruden
Kristin and David Falco
Josephine and Jonah Kaj Fleming
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Ms. Hannelore Herbig
Suzanne Fork and Stephen Liermann
Joellen and Robert Peiz, Jr.
Monique and Christopher Wellise
Jamiyllon and Mark Willaman
Apple Matching Gifts Program
Kathy and Scott Anderson
Jennifer Barchas and JoeBen Bevirt
Suzanne and Ryder Brooks
Christy and Ryan Buckholtz
Debra Feldstein and Ken Chizinsky
Michelle Engler
Mr. David Fork
Elise and Randy Garrett
Jennifer Smith Grubb and Hugh Grubb
Emily Klein and David Jacobs
Elaine and Robert Klein
Kristyna and Matthew MacLaurin
Beth and Mark Mitchell
Laura and Johans Rubens
Robin Alttig and Perry Samios
Paula Grainger and Michael Smith
Chris Lang and Brian Thayer
Shannon Weeman-McQuain
Valerie Wright
Yahoo!

3 - 5 YEARS
Leslie and Richard Andrews
Debbie Malkin and Jon Becker
Allison Birkhead and Bill Henry
Jennifer and Paul Bogomilsky
Sarah and Ernesto Castro
Frey Cooper and Val Cole
Ms. Mehroo Cooper
Ms. Beth Dearlove
Jennifer and Jonathan Ellis
Cassandra and Jeremy Erti
Carla Erwin and Donald Erwin
Noha Gowelly-Hamdy and Ahmed Hamdy
Eva and Douglas Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Liermann
Leigh Ann and David Lively
Rebecca and Jason Lukisch
Jill Glassman and Creighton Mendivil
Tara and Garrett Neier
Ms. Janice Olson
Marina Chichurel and Bruce Peters
Judi Yamamoto and Mark Rigler
Andrea and Paul Rosenfeld
Angela and William Rowe IV
Tanya Nauenberg and Tim Blakeslee
Jennifer Woodruff and John Bowin
Kristen and David Cameron
Karina Estrada and Cam McCracken
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Grodin
Sarah Hernandez
Mr. and Mrs. David Hoppe
Danielle Long and Erich Hoppe
Nancy Black and Robert Kronisch
Aria DiSalvio and Aaron Lingeman
Linkedin
Alison Richards and John Malkin
Kristen and Baldo Marinovic
Kathryn and Sean McBurney
Janet Nagamine and Stuart Sakuma
Opperman Financial Group of Wells Fargo Advisors
Rebecca and Ko Peters
Chelsea Terrell and Dr. Zachary Roberts
Ms. Alice Sickels
The Lee and Juliet Folger Fund
Hannah Wilke
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Williams
Julie Wilson and Stephen Williams
Peter Wu
Lea and James Allen
Altterra Solar
Suzanne and Grant Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. Emanl Berl
Sheryl and Stephen Burnell
Jessica and John Chard
Naomi Silber and Janna Doherty
Joanna Eskilson
Claire Haiken and Arik Florimonte
Jennifer and Todd Graham
Donna Barr and Harvey Halperin
Maritina Rodriguez and Patrick Hung
Kaia Huseby and Andrew Mathews
Lindsay and Chase Kaljian
KTFoundation
Lisa Schwarz and Jens Lundell
Laura and John Macleod
Midtown Montessori
Alícia and Gary Miller
Cas Shulman-Mora and Carlos Mora
Savitte Jones and Roy Nakashima
Ocean Echo Inn & Beach Cottages
Oracle Matching Gift Program
Halimah and Manuel Prado
Mrs. Marilyn Rigler
Ms. Ann Roberts
The Woods Foundation
Wendy Van Vugt and Marcel Van Os
Amy Marinelli and Christopher Watkins
Alexandra Woods and Charles Wilkins
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Yamamoto

We make every effort to have an accurate listing and apologize if there are any errors or omissions. If you find an error please contact the Development Office to correct the listing.
2016 ANNUAL FUND DONORS

FOUNDERS - ($10,000 +)
Katherine Crowley Folger and Nick Folger
Christina Falcon and Michael Frumkin
Wendy Van Vugt and Marcel Van Os*
Sandra and Keith Wells

GUARDIANS - ($5,000 +)
4 Anonymous Families
Cassandra and Jeremy Efft
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Eva and Douglas Jones
Katharine Martin and David Launtes
Karen and Jonathan McCormick
Rebecca and Ko Peters
Halimah and Manuel Prado*
Nicole Taylor and Ed Taylor
The Woods Foundation

PATRONS - ($2,500 +)
1 Anonymous Families
Lea and James Allen*
Jennifer Barchas and Joe Ben Bevirt
Rupsha and Joydip Bhattacharya
Angela Chesnut
Ms. Joan Cournen
Noha Gowelly-Hamdy and Ahmed Hamdy
Denise Hayes
Leigh Ann and David Lively
Carol and Eric Pelletier
Alexandra and Adrian Proca*
Chelsea Terrell and Dr. Zachary Roberts
Angela and William Rowe IV*
Katherine Terrell and David Ryan*
Beth and Todd Turnidge
Kris and Jericho Broek
Mr. and Mrs. John Bogart
7 Anonymous Families

FRIENDS - ($500 +)
3 Anonymous Families
Leslie and Richard Andrews
Rebecca Fowler and Caleb Baskin
Diana and Sanjib Bingham
Tanya Nauenberg and Tim Blakeslee
Cindy Smith and Harold Brockman
Chris and Ryan Buschholdt
Mikal Clements and Joseph Clements
Debra Feldstein and Ken Chininsky*
Darlene Zanker and Tye de Peña
Kalista and Ollin Edmundson
Melissa Gerlach and Joseph Grane
Ms. Hannelore Herbg
Kathleen Halabak and Ben Hiltstrom
Irene and Robert Holombo
Maritina Rodriguez and Patrick Hung
Karen and Lisa Jensen
Cindy and Trent Jones
Jennifer and Jeremy King
Elaine and Robert Klein
Alison Richards and John Malkin
Tara and Garrett Neier
Mr. and Ms. Tom Neier
Mr. Janice Olson
Judith Yamamoto and Mark Rigler
Janet Nagamine and Stuart Sakuma
Nicole and Matthew Schwartz
Jamie Smith
Paula Grainger and Michael Smith
Yuni Hub Summa and Chris Summa
The Glass Jar, Inc./DABA Assembly
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Williams
Julie Gorshe and Steve Wolfman
Fiona Dulbecco and David Zeltzer

SPONSORS - ($250 +)
7 Anonymous Families
Mr. and Mrs. John Bogart
Kris and Jericho Broek
Sheryl and Stephen Burnell
Pat Busch and Dale Summer
Courtney Mayer Dent and Paul A. Dent III
Joanna Eskilson
Kristin and David Falco
Mr. David Fork
Elise and Randy Garrett
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Grodin
Whitney Cohen and Tod Haddow
Sheri Hefave and Sean Carroll
Lauren and Ivan Hulphers
Mr. Ron Lang
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Liermann
Ana DSalvao and Aaron Lingemann
Sheila Schott and Jonathan Luini
Kristen and Baldo Marinovic
Kathryn and Sean McBurney
Kathy Foley and Roy Mendelsohn
Saviti Jones and Roy Nakashima
Shawn Padilla
Lindsay Hinck and Jay Rorty
Laura and Johans Rubens
Santa Cruz Green Builders
Lous Stromberg

CONTRIBUTORS
24 Anonymous Families
Leah Hanson and Kurt Almendras
Lisa Metelman and Mark Alvis
Debbie Malkin and Jon Becker
Laurel Belt
Mr. and Mrs. Enallls Berl
Jennifer Woodruff and John Bowin
Petra Bryan
Jennifer and Sean Butler
Kristen and David Cameron
Liz Cass
Sarah and Ernesto Castro
Jessica and John Chard
Katie and Ian Christie
Dix and Blai Cleare
Rachel Connable
Meg Corman
Korri Cournen
Jennifer and Mike Crosby
Virginia Rodriguez and Glenn Cruden
Ms. Beth Dearlove
Rima and Lynn Dunton
Megan Eldredge
Elan and Brett Emerson
Josephine and Jonah Kaj Fleming
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Florimonte
Tara Ford
Julie Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gallant
Kendra Baker and Nicholas Gallant
Virginia and Tim Garley
Ms. Marilyn Garburt
Mary D. Geyer
Song Nelson and Ron Goodman
Jennifer and Todd Graham
Donna Barr and Harvey Halperin
Allison Wickland and Christopher Hammersmark
Allison Birkehead and Bill Henry
Primavera Hernandez
Sarah Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hodges
Donna and Patricia HoffmannFried
Danielle Long and Erich Hoppe
Ilana Ingber
Amy and Edson Jensen
Kelly and Spencer Keenan
Mary and Frank Kline
Susanne Fork and Steven Liermann
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Lobo
Laura and Raymond Love
Patricia and Jim Lucas
Laura and John Lucas

Laura and John MacLeod
Kaa Huseby and Andrew Mathews
Joanna and Todd Manoff
Christa and Jim Mauer
Ms. Cathy McCarthy
Kirsten Mehli Jill Glassman and Creighton Mendivil
Alicia and Gary Miller
Sari Mundon
Michelle and Bryan Myers
Emily Brodsky and Francis Nimmo
Krisse Olson
Nichelle Patterson
Ana Peña
Marina Chucirale and Bruce Peters
Lynne Drummond and W. Scott Polland
Jessica Ponce
Jet Quenemoen
Athena and Zachary Raney
Ms. Marilyn Rigler
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Rizzo
Joan C. Sai
Robin Altig and Perry Samios
Rachel Sattenger
Laura and Mark Segelman
Michelle Meszros and Sven Sjoberg
The Sports Basement
Curt Storlazzi
Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried Storz
Michelle and Peter Streut
Aggie Morrow and Don Swanson
Chris Lang and Brian Thayer
Raeleine Walker
Filippa Warren
Amy Marinelli and Christopher Watkins
Tess Weisbarth and Carla Vaughn
Caprice Potter and Terrence Welch
Monique and Christopher Wellise
Julie Wilson and Stephen Williams
Serena Rivera and Chris Wilmers
Nicole Wilson
Valerie Wright
Peter Wu
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Yamamoto
Ms. Mildred Zanker

CORPORATE MATCHING GIFTS
Apple Matching Gift Program
Applied Materials
Boeing Matching Gift
Cisco Foundation
Driscoll Strawberry Associates, Inc.
eBay Foundation
Google Matching Gifts Program
IBM Matching Grants Program
KLA Tencor Foundation
KFTFoundation
LinkedIn
Oracle Matching Gift Program
Wells Fargo Foundation
Yahoo Inc.

*Includes Matching Gift
BUSINESS DONORS (cont.)

Paintball International
Palace Art & Office Supply
Paradigm Sport
Passionfish
Pearl Automation
Pet Food Express
Pet Food Express
Pet Pals
Petroglyph Ceramic Lounge
Pier 39
Pizza My Heart
Play It Again Sports
Pleasures Point Yoga
Portola Hotel & Spa
Pottery Planet
Pruine Salon
Red & White Fleet
Renée’s Garden Seeds
Ristorante Avanti
Ristorante Italiano
Ristorante Italiano Roaming Camp & Big Trees Railroad
Rocky’s Personal Training, LLC
Rumours Salon and Spa
S. Martinelli and Company
San Francisco Zoo
San Jose Giants
San Jose Museum of Art
Sanford’s Martial Arts
Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk
Santa Cruz Bike Tours
Santa Cruz Children’s Dental Group
Santa Cruz Children’s Museum of Discovery
Santa Cruz Cynotherapy
Santa Cruz Design + Build
Santa Cruz Gymnastics Center
Santa Cruz Hair Design
Santa Cruz Mountain Brewing
Santa Cruz Roller Palladium
Santa Cruz Soccer Camp
Santa Cruz Strength and Toadal Fitness
Santa Cruz Warriors
Santa Cruz Whale Watching
Sawyer Land & Sea
SC 41 Furniture
Scopazzi’s
Scotts Valley Jewelers
Seabreeze Café
Seascape Golf Club
Serene Skin & Body
Seven Bridges Organic Brewing Supply
Seymour Marine Discovery Center
Shadowbrook/Crow’s Nest
Shoe Fetish
Shopper’s Corner
Silver Spur
Skatter
Sky High Sports
Smooth Body Lounge
Sonoma Raceway
Sonoma Raceway
SPEX Xtraordinary Eyewear
Staff of Life
Stagnaro Bros. Restaurant
Stanford Athletics

Stokes Signs
Sweet Surf’s Catering
Sylvan Music
Synergy Organic Clothing
Target
Tepui Tents
The Bagelery
The Barre Studio
The Cremer House
The Garden Company
The Glass Jar
The Hat Company
The Healthy Way
The Hideout
The Open Hearth
The Swift Stitch
The Toy Box Hair Salon
The True Olive Connection
The Yarn Shop Santa Cruz
Tiger Martial Arts
Tomboy
Totally Tubular Design
Trader Joe’s
Trader Joe’s
Vargas Academy of Gymnastics Arts
Venture Quest Kayaking
Verve Coffee Roasters
Village Yoga
Vitality Wellness Center
Vitality Wellness Center
Walnut Avenue Café
Way of Life
Well Within
Well Within
West Coast Weather Vanes
West End Tap & Kitchen
Westside Animal Hospital
Westside Farm and Feed
Westside Video
Willadare Spa
Winchester Mystery House
Wonderland Toys & Classroom Resources
Woodstock’s Pizza
Xandra Swimwear
YMCA Camp Campbell
Your Place
Zachary’s

WINE DONORS

Beauregard Vineyards
Big Basin Vineyards
Bottle Jack Winery
Classic Wines of California
Cooper Garrod Vineyards
Equinox Winery
MJA Vineyards
Morgan Winery
Pelican Ranch Winery
Petra Santa Winery
Regale Winery & Vineyards
Ridge Vineyards
Salamandre Wine Cellars
Savannah-Chanelle Vineyards
Ser Winery
Soquel Vineyards
Venus Spirits

COMMUNITY DONORS

Gabriela Alaniz
Jenny Barchas and JoeBen Bevirt
Tanya Nauenberg and Tim Blakeslee
Kristin Bogart
Sheryl & Stephen Burnell
Liz Cass
Día Clarencé
Jen Crosby
Pamela and David Cury
Lynne Drummond
Julia Dye
Elen and Brett Emerson
Joanna Eskilson
Karina Estrada
Layla and Joseph Franken
Ellie and Randy Garrett
Jennifer Smith Grubb and Hugh Grubbs
Denise Hayes
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Sarah Hernandez
Patrick Hung
Lisa and Karen Jensen
Eva and Doug Jones
Cindy and Trent Jones
Kathleen Halat and John Hillstrom
Lauren Hulphers
Lindsay and Chase Kaljian
Leigh Ann Lively
Katie McBurney
Karen and Jonathan McCormick
Nikki Patterson
Zach Raney
Virginia Rodriguez
Angela and William Rowe IV
Kate Terrell and David Ryan
Rachel Sattinger
Patricia Skowrup
Amy Marnelli and Christopher Watkins
Monique Wellise
Lane and Bill Whittle-Daggett
Jami Willaman
Julie Wilson
Hannah Wikse

GATEWAY CLASSROOMS

Hannah and Sarah’s Kindergarteners
Jennifer and Bonnie’s 1st graders
Jen and Rachel’s 2nd graders
Julie and Ralai’s 3rd graders
Kurt and Sarri’s 4th graders
Bill and Tess’s 5th graders
6th graders, 7th graders, 8th graders

AUCTION UNDERWRITING

Anonymous
Mary Ann and John Bogart
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Mr. & Mrs. David Hoppe Hoppe
Kelly and Spencer Keenan
Katherine Martin and David Launis
Susanne Fork and Stephen Liermann
Leigh Ann Lively
Bernice and Diana Malkin
Beth and Mark Mitchell
Corie and Fane Opperman

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

11x111

Gabriela Alaniz
Jenny Barchas and JoeBen Bevirt
Tanya Nauenberg and Tim Blakeslee
Kristin Bogart
Sheryl & Stephen Burnell
Liz Cass
Día Clarencé
Jen Crosby
Pamela and David Cury
Lynne Drummond
Julia Dye
Elen and Brett Emerson
Joanna Eskilson
Karina Estrada
Layla and Joseph Franken
Ellie and Randy Garrett
Jennifer Smith Grubb and Hugh Grubbs
Denise Hayes
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Sarah Hernandez
Patrick Hung
Lisa and Karen Jensen
Eva and Doug Jones
Cindy and Trent Jones
Kathleen Halat and John Hillstrom
Lauren Hulphers
Lindsay and Chase Kaljian
Leigh Ann Lively
Katie McBurney
Karen and Jonathan McCormick
Nikki Patterson
Zach Raney
Virginia Rodriguez
Angela and William Rowe IV
Kate Terrell and David Ryan
Rachel Sattinger
Patricia Skowrup
Amy Marnelli and Christopher Watkins
Monique Wellise
Lane and Bill Whittle-Daggett
Jami Willaman
Julie Wilson
Hannah Wikse

GATEWAY CLASSROOMS

Hannah and Sarah’s Kindergarteners
Jennifer and Bonnie’s 1st graders
Jen and Rachel’s 2nd graders
Julie and Ralai’s 3rd graders
Kurt and Sarri’s 4th graders
Bill and Tess’s 5th graders
6th graders, 7th graders, 8th graders

AUCTION UNDERWRITING

Anonymous
Mary Ann and John Bogart
Mary and Patrick Henderson
Mr. & Mrs. David Hoppe Hoppe
Kelly and Spencer Keenan
Katherine Martin and David Launis
Susanne Fork and Stephen Liermann
Leigh Ann Lively
Bernice and Diana Malkin
Beth and Mark Mitchell
Corie and Fane Opperman
Graduates are attending these high schools: Kirby School, Monte Vista Christian School, Santa Cruz High, Scotts Valley High, Soquel High, Stevenson School, and York School.

Graduates are attending these colleges and universities:

Boise State University
Cal Poly Pomona
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
CSUMB
Colorado College
Colorado State University
New York University
Oregon State University
Santa Clara University
Scripps College
Sonoma State University
Stanford University
Tufts University
University of Arizona
University of Chicago
University of Oregon
University of Puget Sound
University of Redlands
USC
Whitman College

Lorie and Robert Rizzo
Angela and Mercer Rowe
J.P. and Kaki Smith
Paula Grainger and Michael Smith
Lisa Williams and Lloyd Tabb
Wendy Van Vugt and Marcel Van Os
Sallie Weissinger
Phyllis and Mason Williams
Carolyn and Larry Williams
Caryn and Jeremy Yee

*All of our family sponsors contributed to underwriting as well

FUND - A-NEED

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Apple Matching Gift Program
Rebecca Fowler and Caleb Baskin
Jennifer Barchas and Joel Ben Bevirt
Kristin Bogart
Michele and Chris Brady
Sheryl and Stephen Burnell
Liz Cass
Angela Chesnut
Rachel Conable
Catherine and David Cury
Lorena and William Donaldson-Zurita
Rima Dunton
Jennifer and Jonathan Ellis
Elizabeth Esalen
Joanna Eckelton
Katherine Crowley Folger and Nick Folger
Layla and Joseph Franks
Christina Falco and Michael Frumkin
Kendra Baker and Nicholas Gallant
Elise and Randy Garrett
Melissa Gerbach and Joseph Grane
Jennifer Smith Grubb and Hugh Grubb
Christie and Clay Hausmann
Christine Hawkins
Denise Hayes
Sheri Helvie and Sean Carroll
Allison Birkhead and Bill Henry
Primavera Hernandez
Donna and Patricia Hoffmannfiedes
Irene and Robert Holombo
Martina Rodriguez and Patrick Hung
Sarita Lobo and Scott Imahara
Cindy and Trent Jones
Jennifer and Jeremy King
Leigh Ann and David Lively
Kathryn and Sean McNurney
Karen and Jonathan McCormick
Emily Brodsky and Francis Nimmo
Laetitia and Matthew Oderman
Shawn Padilla
Bhavana and Dharmesh Patel
Carol and Eric Pelletier
Theresa and Zackery Perry
Jessica Ponce
Halimah and Manuel Prado
Chelsea Terrell and Dr. Zachary Roberts
Angela and William Rowe IV
Katherine Terrell and David Ryan
May Roen and Oystein Saebo
Jamie Smith
Colleen and Michael Sullivan

Diana and Shay Talbott
Wendy Van Vugt and Marcel Van Os
Suzanne Heinze and Gregory Vaughan
Alexandra Woods and Charles Wilkins
Julie Gorshe and Steve Wolfman
Caryn and Jeremy Yee

RESTRICTED GIFTS

ENDOWMENT
Chelsea Terrell and Zachary Roberts

DISCOVERY CENTER
Laura and Jago Macleod
ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT
Kristin Fauske (‘08)

Kristin Fauske, Architecture Major, and her two team members from California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, won first place in the Biomimicry Global Design Challenge, with their project CO2 extrACTION.

**CO2 extrACTION** is a multi-functional panel system that works to capture and isolate airborne carbon dioxide in dense urban areas.

Kristin and her team researched 40 biological examples capturing carbon dioxide and identified overarching patterns among the researched biological strategies which inspired them to design a panel system that can be applied on multiple scales to buildings and other existing infrastructure along freeways and main streets. Their design creates a way to facilitate the extraction of airborne carbon dioxide by drawing it through reed-like entrances and exits. Each inlet uses the venturi effect to increase air speed coming into the system. The air then passes through a carbon scrubber, which contains polymer strips coated with anionic exchange resin. The resin reacts with atmospheric carbon dioxide, converting it to bicarbonate. The carbon dioxide is stored on the strips until they are rinsed with water or moist air, which occurs naturally around dawn when atmospheric water condensation accumulates on multiple components of the structure. The carbon dioxide is then released and drawn into the chamber below, where it is stored and transported via a tube to another location for further use.

They have been invited to continue working on their project in the Biomimicry Institute’s Accelerator Program. Kristin also received a department award from California Polytechnic State University for this project.

Congratulations Kristin, on all of your accomplishments!

Watch the video of their project (scroll down to Student Category Winners, First Place: extrACTION)

https://biomimicry.org/solution-seekers

ALUMNI IN TOUCH

CLASS OF 2013 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION PARTY
Gateway alumni parents Katharine Martin and David Laurits (Emma,’13 and Kit, ‘16) hosted a gathering in honor of the Gateway Class of 2013. Students had the opportunity to reconnect with former classmates and teachers. Congrats to our young alumni and we wish you the best of luck in your first year of college and/or work life!

SPRING ALUMNI EVENT
We welcomed young alumni back to campus at our Spring Alumni Gathering in May, and young alumni were able to add their hand prints to our “Alumni Tree”. Be sure to check it out when you are back on campus!

STAY IN TOUCH
We would love to keep in touch with all of our alumni. Please send your email address to Julie Wilson at julie.wilson@gatewaysc.org to get on our alumni list.
WAYS TO GIVE

ANNUAL FUND
Gifts to the Annual Fund go toward supporting school operations in the current fiscal year. Because tuition does not cover the entire cost of a Gateway education, we ask families and friends to support the school’s Annual Giving Campaign each year.

TARGETED GIVING OF RESTRICTED GIFTS
In making these special gifts, donors go beyond their annual gifts to make a substantial contribution to a specific program or purpose. Our student computer labs, our comprehensive Arts program and our multi-purpose room remodel are examples of how targeted gifts can transform the school.

ENDOWMENT
Gifts to endowment are a way to protect the future of Gateway. The principal of such gifts remains intact and, in fact, grows while some of the interest income, or earnings, supports school programs and needs. You may choose between the Hannelore Herbig general endowment fund, named after the school’s founder, and the Financial Aid endowment fund. You may also contact the Development Office if you have an interest in establishing a new endowment fund.

HOW TO GIVE CASH
The most straightforward gifts are tax-deductible gifts of cash to our Annual Fund. These gifts may be given all at one time or on a monthly or quarterly basis. We ask for annual fund gifts and pledges each fall and gifts and/or pledge payments are accepted at any time during our August 1 to July 31 fiscal year.

APPRECIATED ASSETS
Gifts of appreciated assets, such as stock, may, through their tax-advantaged status, allow a donor to make an even greater impact on school programs than would be possible by writing a check. Some of our larger gifts to the annual fund, as well as substantial targeted gifts, come in this form. Contact the Development Office if you wish to learn more.

GIFTS-IN-KIND
Items or professional services that are necessary to the operation and advancement of the school are considered gifts-in-kind. Past gifts include auction items, computer software, and services such as architectural planning. Gifts-in-kind are appreciated throughout the year.

PLANNED GIVING
Bequests are the simplest of planned gifts. By naming Gateway School in your will, you can make a gift which assures the future of independent school education. Bequests can be placed into endowment so that their impact is a legacy to the future. There are many planned giving vehicles by which a family can donate funds to Gateway. Please notify the Development Office at any time if you want to include Gateway in your will or discuss planned giving.

For More Information
Call the Development Office at (831) 423-0341, extension 332.